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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plasma physics still has many open questions, and experiments carried out in fusion devices are 

aimed to answer them. Amongst the distinct plasma parameters there is the electron temperature, Te, 

which reports on the heating methods used, since it gives information on whether we have cold or hot 

plasma, and may even be used to address questions related to confinement and transport. 

TJ-II has three diagnostic systems to measure the plasma electron temperature: Electron 

Cyclotron Emission (ECE), Thomson Scattering (TS) and Soft X-ray spectroscopy (PHA). During the 

Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) phase, all these systems are functional being the ECE 

the principal one, since it has temporal and spatial resolutions. 

However, in TJ-II the microwaves propagation is limited to densities around ne ≈ 1.7 x 1019 m-3 

(cut-off density for the ECE diagnostic) which means that above that point the ECE can no longer be 

used to determine the Te. Consequently, for Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating phase there are only 

the other two mentioned diagnostic systems. The TS possesses high spatial resolution and can 

provide electron temperature profiles, however it does not have temporal resolution. This implies that 

in order to have some liability in the measurements to study some physical phenomena evolution, e.g. 

transport analyses we must use reproducible discharges, something that is not always possible. On 

the other hand, the PHA provides relatively good temporal resolution but it does not have spatial 

resolution in a single shot.  

Aiming at an electron temperature diagnostic for high density plasmas, with temporal and spatial 

resolutions, experimental tests were performed in order to establish an adequate system based on 

soft X-ray detection methods. 

 

X-Radiation in Plasmas 

Acting as a source of radiation, plasmas have very rich emission spectra from whose important 

information can be withdrawn. There are several processes responsible for this radiation emission: 

particle acceleration due to the magnetic field, particle deceleration due to the interaction of each 

Coulomb field, atomic ionization, contact between plasma particles and the vessel walls, etc.  

The emitted radiation covers the entire electromagnetic spectrum, from the microwaves up to high 

energy gamma rays, can be labelled as discrete or continuum depending on the mechanism under 

operation. These two distinct emissions compose the emission spectrum (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Examples of energy spectra of the soft X-ray emissions at different plasma radii, where it can be seen 

the continuum, a), and the discrete, b), components. 

The continuum spectrum arises from electron-ion collisions and, depending on the final state of 

the incident electron, it may be Bremsstrahlung (free-free encounters) or Recombination radiation 

(free-bound encounters). 

Assuming that the emitted radiation is isotropic (relativistic corrections are only important at higher 

energies), from the Maxwell equations it is possible to derivate the expression of the emitted spectrum 

for a single electron-ion collision per unit frequency [1]: 

           (1) 

where is the emitted radiation,  is frequency, is the electron charge,  is the permittivity of 

free space,  is the light velocity in vacuum,  is the angular frequency (= ) and  is the time. 

Assuming Maxwellian distribution function we obtain the total spectral power emitted into 4π 

steradians per unit frequency: 

      (2) 

where  and  are the electron and ion densities, m is the electron mass, is the ion charge,  is 

the electron temperature,  is the Rydberg constant,  is the principal quantum number,  is the 

free-free Gaunt factor,  is the free-bound Gaunt factor for different values of  and  is a 

coefficient, independent of the initial electron velocity, given by the expression: 

          (3) 
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The first term in equation (2) corresponds to the Bremsstrahlung radiation and the second, to the 

Recombination radiation.  

From the ratio between the two contributions present in expression (2) it is possible to evaluate 

which mechanism dominates the radiation emission: 

         (4) 

For high frequencies, hυ ≥ Z2Ry, all n possible states contribute and recombination will be the 

dominant process if T ≤ Z2Ry /n3 eV, otherwise it will be negligible for all frequency values. At low 

frequencies, hυ << Z2Ry, only high n states contribute and Bremsstrahlung becomes dominant, due to 

the n-3 dependence of recombination. Nevertheless, the spectral dependence of both mechanisms 

with Te is almost the same, as will be shown below; it is dominated by the exponential term. 

Thus, the plasma electron temperature from the continuum emission might be estimated by: 

          (5) 

where j(υ) represents the emissivity, is the Planck constant divided by 2π, ω is the photon frequency 

and Te the electron temperature. 

However, plasma impurities introduce a new term in equation (2), the discrete component of the 

emission spectrum (also known as line radiation or characteristic lines), arising from radiative decay of 

excited states after electron impact and from de-excitation that follows radiative or dielectronic 

recombination. The line pattern observed in these sorts of spectra, characteristic of the type of 

impurities present in the plasma, adds further complexity to the dependence of emissivity with electron 

temperature. As an example, figure 2 a) shows the fractional abundance of the different ionization 

states of silicon as a function of the electron temperature, and b) the contribution of bremsstrahlung, 

recombination and line radiation to the total silicon radiation strength. 

    
Figure 2: a) silicon ionization states dependence on the electron temperature of a plasma in coronal equilibrium, 

b) silicon radiation strength. 
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In order to recover the simplicity presented in equation (5), our study will be focused on the soft X-

ray energy range (from 1 to 10 Å, or from 0.6 to 6keV, in the electromagnetic spectrum), on which only 

high energy lines from mid-Z impurities can contribute to the spectrum. Experimentally this can be 

achieved by blocking the VUV and visible radiation with the use of filters. Figure 3 a) shows the effect 

of three beryllium (Be) filters, with different thicknesses, on the photon flux signals detected from a 

plasma with Te = 1.0 keV. For a better understanding, the energy of three impurity lines that generally 

can be found in TJ-II was painted. It is obvious that as the filter thickness increases, the possible 

contribution of these lines would decrease. Figure 3 b) shows that the effect of a 25µm Be filter is the 

reduction of the ionization states that contribute to the radiation in the energy region of interest. 

 
Figure 3: a) beryllium filter transmission coefficients effect upon the soft X-ray intensity from a plasma with an 

electron temperature of 1keV; b) effect of 25 µm Be filter reducing the silicon ionization states that contribute to 

radiation spectrum (see figure 2 a) for comparison). 

In TJ-II plasmas, after the boronisation and lithiumnization begun, the impurities presence was 

strongly diminished. Although it is still found some carbon, oxygen and iron traces. 

 

II. PRELIMINARY STUDIES 

As, in general, discrete radiation can not be neglected, it is necessary to find a mean by which its 

contribution to the total photon flux signal can be reduced. As above mentioned, an effective 

procedure is employing filters of different thicknesses.  

 

Two-Filters Method 

The two-filters method is a technique that permits the estimation of Te from the ratio of the soft X-

ray fluxes transmitted through two filters of different thickness. The filters used are generally made of 

beryllium and their thicknesses should be chosen according to the type of impurities that are known 
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(or at least suspected) to exist in the plasma. The soft X-ray fluxes are obtained by pointing two 

detectors at the same plasma region, being the signal received the intensity over a line integral. 

Integrating the emissivity expression, equation (2), over all the frequencies and taking into 

consideration the filters effect (the filters cut-off energy increases with their thickness, as shown in 

figure 3 a)), it is possible to calculate the detected intensities. Thus, the electron temperature can be 

estimated through the following expression [2]: 

          (6) 

being d1 and d2 the intensities obtained by two detectors and F a non-analytical function which we 

intend to determine. 

With the purpose of studying the feasibility of using the two-filters method to determine the 

electron temperature in TJ-II plasmas, part of the soft X-ray hardware already installed was used. 

Moreover, through the Thomson Scattering profiles a data base was created in order to, 

simultaneously, calibrate the system and benchmark the results obtained. For this situation, the 

expression used for the electron temperature estimation has been approximated to a function of the 

form: 

          (7) 

where α and β  represent two fitting parameters that enclose all the possible contributions of impurity 

emission that distort the spectrum expected from a Maxwellian electron distribution function. 

 

Soft X-Ray Tomography 

The soft X-ray tomography system allows the determination of the plasma emissivity as a function 

of time, i.e., the time evolution of the soft X-ray emission profiles. Despite the complexity dependence 

of the emissivity on various parameters this technique is an important tool to study several 

phenomena in fusion plasmas, such as MHD instabilities, sawteeth, plasma rotation, impurity 

radiation, etc. [3]. 
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The TJ-II soft X-ray tomography system is 

equipped with five cameras, at poloidal angles 

of 40º, 0º, -10º, -50º and -110º [4], as can be 

observed in figure 4. 

All cameras contain a silicon photodiode 

array with 16 detectors separated by 0.12 mm, 

with a sensitive area of 10 mm2. Each camera 

is also equipped with a beryllium filter 

carrousel with different thicknesses according 

to whether the camera is located in or outside 

the vacuum vessel. The internal cameras have 

a carrousel of two positions, 8 and 33 µm, 

while the external ones have a set of four 

filters covering from 8, 12, 25 and 50 µm. 

Figure 4: Scheme of the soft X-ray tomography 

diagnostic. 

 

 

Soft X-Ray Spectroscopy 

Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) is a technique that based on the measurement of the energy of 

single photons enables the determination of the energy spectrum of an X-ray source. The radiation 

spectrum used in this work was obtained with an intrinsic Germanium (Ge) detector and software that 

simulates a multichannel analyser (MCA).  

Although we used the same filter material when carrying out this work, this diagnostic has two 

possible types of filters, Aluminium and Beryllium, and their thickness range covers from 50 to 250 

µm. In figure 5 it is represented the general scheme of the diagnostic setup. 

 
Figure 5: Germanium diagnostic setup 

A drawback of this diagnostic is the fact that simultaneous spatial and temporal resolutions can 

not be achieved.  
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Although it is a spectroscopy technique, in TJ-II the chosen operation mode was the low 

resolution/fast shaping time (500 eV / 0.25 µs), aiming to have the best temporal evolution of the 

emission spectrum in a single shot. 

The purpose of this diagnostic in TJ-II is to determine the plasma electron temperature from the 

spectra (see equation 5).  

Since the shape of the spectrum obtained with PHA may give evidence of nonthermal electron 

populations and of the presence of mid to high Z impurities, it was used in this work for performing a 

previous analysis and it will remain as a reference diagnostic in the future. 

 

Experimental Results 

In order to verify the viability of the two-filters method diagnostic in TJ-II, we had to ensure that the 

electron temperature obtained was correct in an ample set of operation scenarios, i.e., series of 

discharges with different input power and plasma composition. At the same time, since the calibration 

of this technique was made with the measurements obtained by Thomson Scattering (unique 

discharge instant), the discharges in each series had to be reproducible. 

For each series we had to choose pairs of detectors whose viewing chords correspond, when 

possible to the same plasma region. Then a fitting algorithm [5], written in PV-WAVE language, was 

used to obtain the most adequate fitting parameters (α and β) for each situation. 

Figure 6 shows the calibration graphics of three series of discharges, from where it is possible to 

assess the level of consistency of our approximation (equation 7). In all of them, the central 

temperature determined by Thomson Scattering (also used as the abscissas axis) has been plotted 

together with the electron temperature yielded by the fitting algorithm applied to the selected pair of 

signals. We have plotted as well the volume averaged electron temperature, <Te>, calculated dividing 

the plasma energy content by the average electron density. Since this calculation was made 

considering that all species reach the same temperature during NBI phase, and in reality it is not so, it 

can be said that this average electron temperature is a rough and underestimated approach. 

Therefore, it is used to establish a lower limit for the real values of Te. 

For the first and second series (graphs a) and b)) in figure 6 we used two central detectors of the 

tomography diagnostic from two different cameras, namely cameras 1 and 5, which possess almost 

the same viewing chord. The Be filters chosen were respectively of 8 and 33 µm, being the thinner 

and thicker options available in these cameras. In the third series, we verified that the plasma 

contained an additional amount of impurities, whose emission line energies were high enough to pass 

through the 8 µm Be filter. Thus the use of thicker filters was mandatory, so we decided to compare 

the signal from a central detector from camera 5 (33 µm) with the one of the Ge-detector (50 µm). 
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Figure 6: Representation of the calibration obtained for a) first series (helium), b) second series (hydrogen with 

one NBI injector) and c) third series (hydrogen with two NBI injectors). 

The first series chosen was composed by 9 helium plasma discharges with the fitting parameters 

given by: α = 11.9 ± 0.3 and β = 2.4 ± 0.2. Three examples of the results obtained are shown in figure 

7, where as a comparison term we have plotted also the volume averaged electron temperature. 

   
Figure 7: Three examples of the results obtained in helium plasmas, where Te represents the values obtained with 

the two-filters method and <Te> the values of the averaged electron temperature. Also we have signalized with a 

darker mark the region of ECRH heating. 
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A direct conclusion that can be withdrawn from these graphics is that right after introducing the 

NBI heating a strong decay of the Te takes place, remaining the temperature values lower than the 

ones attained for ECRH. The exception is the shot 18147 because none of the NBI injectors was 

operative. The <Te> estimations are always slightly lower than the ones we obtained with the two-

filters technique because the ion temperature is always lower than the electron temperature at plasma 

centre, especially in ECRH heating phase (up to one order of magnitude). 

The main characteristics of this series were that it was composed by reproducible discharges with 

low input power and low mid-Z impurity content. Also the good agreement of Te with reference <Te> 

indicates a good electron-ion energy transfer. All these facts lead us to conclude that this series 

permitted a good quality fitting, a fact that is reinforced by the low error bars obtained. All the errors 

presented in this study were calculated statistically. We also calculated the instrumental errors but due 

to the fact that their magnitude was negligible compared to the statistical ones, we decided not to 

represent them in these graphics. 

The worse case scenario that we came up to was obtained in the second series, constituted by 9 

hydrogen plasma discharges heated with only one NBI injector. Although this series has also low input 

power and few mid-Z impurities, it was observed that, in some of the shots, the enhanced direct 

charge-exchange reactions (O8+ + H0  O7+ + H+) could be affecting the signal from the 8 µm filtered 

detector. In figure 8 it is possible to see some examples of the obtained results, where it becomes 

clear that the fitting presents a poor quality since the error bars are now a huge shadow superimposed 

over the Te curve. For this series the fitting parameters obtained were: α = 7.3 ± 2.2 and β = 1.2 ± 0.3. 

 
Figure 8: Discharges obtained from the hydrogen plasma series, where the values obtained with the two-filters 

method are represented in the Te curve and the averaged electron temperature is represented by <Te>. 

The last series of discharges was composed by 19 hydrogen plasma discharges, with both NBI 

injectors working, which mean twice the input power and probably higher impurity content. In fact, 

there was not possible to find a fitting with an error lesser than 100% using the above mentioned 

detectors (with 8 and 33 µm). 

For this series the Ge-detector was in operation (with a 50 µm Be filter) what enabled us to use 

the chord integrated flux signal for simulating the two-filters method, and at the same time we could 

estimate Te from the soft X-spectra. 
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Although we were aware that the two different systems had different detection geometry and that 

could affect the results, as can be seen in figure 9, it was possible to find a good quality fitting i.e., α = 

0.21 ± 0.02 and β = 1.9 ± 0.2. Moreover, the estimated electron temperature obtained with the two-

filters method was in good agreement with the one obtained with the PHA. 

    
Figure 9: Results comparing the electron temperature (Te) obtained with the two-filters method with the one from 

PHA spectrum. 

Something that is worthy to mention is that shot 18938 clearly shows the pileup effect. Thus, the 

PHA electron temperature values of this discharge should not be considered real ones. 

From the analysis of these results it is possible to conclude that in order to estimate electron 

temperature is necessary to use filters that completely cut the oxygen lines, namely thicker than 33 

µm. Nevertheless, thinner filters can be used to give evidence on the presence of different amounts of 

oxygen and that may help to determine the plasma effective atomic number (Zeff). 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF TWO PROTOTYPES 

Based on the conclusions withdrawn from the preliminary study it was decided to design a system 

composed by two prototypes to test the different components (detectors, filters, collimators, 

electronics, etc.), in order to verify their possible applicability in a future array. Also, a prior simulation 

was made with the goal of predicting the magnitude of the signals that would be detected by these 

systems. This implied defining the characteristics of the collimators that we were going to use and the 

distances from the detectors to the plasma. In figure 10 the type of geometry used in this previous 

calculation can be observed. 

 
Figure 10: Scheme of the detection geometry used in the two-filters prototypes. 
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Design and Technical Characteristics 

These prototypes were attached to upper ports of the vacuum vessel of the TJ-II, in particular in 

the sectors A6 and B7. Each one of the systems is composed by two identical detectors, filters of 

different thicknesses and collimators. In figure 11, a detailed scheme of the prototypes of the two-

filters diagnostic installed in TJ-II, is shown. 

 
Figure 11: Detailed sketch of the prototypes implemented in TJ-II. 

 

The detectors used in both prototypes are AXUV photodiodes, (AXUV20A, see figure 12), 

manufactured by International Radiation Detectors, Inc. (IRD) [6]. These silicon photodiodes present a 

sensitive area of 20 mm2 and possess two main properties, stability and high quantum efficiencies. 

The first property is attained due to the fabrication technique used on the p-n junction that guarantees 

a non-existing dead zone, i.e., they have a zero surface recombination. This means that their 

response is nearly linear (0.27 A/W) in almost all of the energy range. The second property is their thin 

protective entrance window, meaning that the majority of the radiation is transmitted without 

restrictions. 
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Figure 12: AXUV20A scheme 

As shown in figure 11, directly in front of the detectors we can place two thin filters and/or place a 

common filter in the lower part of the system. Due to its transmission coefficients, beryllium is the 

material widely chosen for the filters used in the measurement of the electron temperature in the soft 

X-ray range. The prototype located in sector A6 has an individual filter of 25 µm in front of one of the 

detectors, and a common filter of 50 µm, leading to a final sum of 50 and 75 µm. The second 

prototype, in sector B7, has two individual filters of 25 and 50 µm, and does not have a common filter. 

For this stage of the experimental work we decided to use tubular collimators made of steel, 10 mm in 

diameter and 25 mm length. 

The detectors output are connected to amplifiers (developed in Ciemat), whose gains can be 

selected manually between 7, 10 and 20 MV/A, to fit the dynamic range of the ADC. The output from 

the amplifier is carried to the terminal BNC-2090, and from here it is digitalized at a frequency of 100 

kHz in the ADC PXI, as it is shown in figure 13. 

 
Figure 13: Block diagram of the two-filters diagnostic 

Both components, BNC-2090 and ADC PXI, are manufactured by National Instruments [7]. The 

BNC-2090 consists in a shielded rack connector with 22 BNC connectors. Connected to these 

terminal blocks we have the analogical to digital converter, PXI – PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation. 

This component is a rough PC-based platform that presents a high performance for measurement and 

automation systems. The software applications that run in PXI systems are similar to the ones running 

in regular PCs, which mean that there is no need of rewriting existing codes. 
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Experimental Results 

The first results from one of the prototypes, equipped with 25 and 50 µm filters, were obtained by 

the end of the spring campaign in 2009. In order to analyse this data, we followed the method used in 

the analysis of the results of the preliminary study (benchmarking with Thomson Scattering and 

average electron temperature). Essentially what we tried to do was to classify discharges grouping 

them according to the plasma composition and NBI input power. Even so the fitting was far from 

universal for all the studied series, the fitting errors were no so large, see figure 14. 

 
Figure 14: Experimental results with one NBI injector and several magnetic configurations. 

 
Figure 15: Detected signals with the 25 and 50 mm Be filters 
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In parallel a rough estimation of the expected signal absolute values through the two filters pointed 

to a significant contribution of oxygen radiation lines to the “25 µm signal” that could account for up to 

50% of the observed signal, see figure 15. 

 
Figure 16: Fitting using the 50 µm filter from the prototype and the 33 µm filter from the tomography diagnostic. 

In order to verify that oxygen could be responsible for the poor fitting, we interchanged the 25 µm 

signal from the prototype with the (much less affected) 33 µm signal from the tomography diagnostic. 

The result is shown in figure 16 where it can be seen that the fitting errors are substantially lower. 

The oxygen had two possible sources, the neutral beam injection heating system and the vessel 

wall due to a bad lithiumization. 

Conclusions 

From these brief analyses we can conclude that electron temperature in TJ-II can be determined 

from plasma soft X-ray emissions provided the adequate filters are used.  

The thinnest Be filter that should be used is 33 µm, due to the unavoidable presence of oxygen. 

However, thinner filters can be used for an estimation of the oxygen content in the plasma. 

The thickest Be filter should not be thicker than 75 µm, in order to have an acceptable signal-to-

noise ratio. 

Another important conclusion is that we need a computer code to help us to simulate the signals 

as a function of different plasma parameters and compositions. 

Based on these results it was decided to develop and implement two global detector systems in 

TJ-II. Each consists in four detectors and four beryllium filters of different thicknesses (25, 34, 50 and 
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75 µm) and will be used as basic monitors of the central temperature and oxygen concentration 

estimation. 
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